The Tree of Memory at The Wellness Center is a lasting reflection of love and friendship, providing opportunities to remember and honor those we love.

Through the Tree of Memory, relatives and friends can provide a unique dedication to loved ones by placing a leaf, rock, dove or cloud on the memorial tree located in The Wellness Center to benefit the Cancer Well-Fit Project and Power Over Parkinson’s program participants.

This dedication provides a lasting tribute in honor of a loved one or to recognize someone special by saying thank you. Every leaf, rock, dove, and cloud on The Memory Tree symbolizes a unique personal memory for its donor through personalized heartfelt words engraved on each design.

Leaf: $100 Donation with two lines of text.
Rock: $300 Donation with three lines of text.
Dove: $500 Donation with three lines of text.
Cloud: $1000 Donation with five lines of text

Your donation helps support the Cancer Well-Fit Project and Power Over Parkinson’s programs by funding exercise and educational opportunities for those living with these diseases.

To make a Donation & Place an Order
Call Sandra Stone at Wellness Center, Navicent Health
Phone: 478.477.2300
3797 Northside Drive Macon, GA 31210
www.navicenthealth.org/wellnesscenter